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ABSTRACT

Named Data Networking (NDN) [31], a proposed Internet architecture, changes the basic communication model. Instead of pushing
packets to their destination addresses as IP does, in an NDN network users request named data by sending Interest packets. In this
paper, we show that NDN’s architectural designs provide a solid
foundation for DDoS defense mechanisms. As a simple example,
NDN’s data pull model assures that no one will receive unsolicited
data packets.
Since attackers may still attack an NDN network by flooding
interest packets, we further leverage NDN’s stateful forwarding
plane to propose a Producer-assisted Pushback,PAP, to mitigate
DDoS attacks by Interest packet flooding. As we show later in this
paper, PAP achieves the following desirable goals: (1) Fast DDoS
detection by utilizing explicit feedback provided by the victim;
(2) Fine-grained traffic Pushback which only affects the traffic under a specific application-defined namespace, (3) Effective reaction
by pushing back traffic to the exact misbehaving clients/attackers;
and (4) Selective rate limiting at client gateway router by monitoring whether an end host follows Interest transmission control (i.e.,
whether lower down its sending rate). It is expensive for similar approaches to be deployed in TCP/IP network because the forwarding
plane of IP is stateless, which cannot provide rich insights of the
traffic. In contrast, NDN’s architectural designs including stateful
forwarding plane and two-way packet exchange, make it easy for
PAP to function over NDN.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks on the Internet have
caused serious problems for many years and have become more
severe over time. The difficulty in mitigating DDoS attacks comes
from the architectural shortcomings of IP which make it easy to
attack any IP node from anywhere. Named Data Networking (NDN),
a proposed new Internet architecture, changes the basic network
communication model from IP’s address-based push to name-based
data pull. In this paper, we comprehensively examine the basic
properties of the NDN architecture and describe how they make the
launch of DDoS attacks more difficult and the attacks less effective.
We further make use of NDN’s architectural properties to develop a
new DDoS mitigation solution – Producer-assisted Pushback, called
PAP. PAP pushes back DDoS traffic to misbehaving entities, at a
much finer granularity than existing DDoS defense mechanisms in
IP networks. We have evaluated the performance of PAP through
extensive simulations and our results show that PAP can effectively
push back attack traffic within a few seconds, and ensure over 99%
of an attack target’s incoming traffic is from legitimate clients.
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• Analyze how NDN’s architectural decisions can lead to
inherent DDoS resilience and a more solid foundation for
DDoS defense than TCP/IP architecture.
• Propose a comprehensive approach to DDoS based on
NDN’s architecture.
• Evaluate NDN’s architecture regarding DDoS defense and
how PAP can successfully mitigate DDoS attacks through
NDN.

INTRODUCTION

Today’s Internet runs the TCP/IP protocol stack, which did not
have security as a primary design goal. As the Internet plays an
increasingly important role in all aspects of our modern society,
the world has seen an increasing number of malicious attacks to
the Internet through exploiting vulnerabilities in the IP design. The
Distributed Denial-of-Service attack (DDoS) has been recognized
as one of the biggest threats among all, and new types of DDoS
attacks continue to evolve [3, 19].
A number of DDoS countermeasures [23] have been proposed
over the years. However, instead of being curtailed, DDoS attacks
on the Internet seem to have gotten worse. We believe that the root
cause of the problem comes from the design of IP itself: it makes
DDoS attacks trivial to launch – any node on the Internet can flood
packet to any IP address and port number. On top of this, one can
generate IP packets with any source IP addresses as there is no
source address authentication in general.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related
work in Section 2 and briefly review the basic concepts of NDN in
Section 3. We then provide a comprehensive analysis of NDN’s architectural properties for DDoS mitigation in Section 4. In Section 5,
we give the threat model, goals, and assumption of our approach
and in Section 6, we describe the design and explain our design
choices. Section 7 provides an description of our implementation
in detail. In Section 8, we demonstrate NDN’s DDoS resilience and
the performance of PAP with simulation results based on an NS-3
platform. We discuss potential issues and future work in Section 9
and conclude our work in Section 10.
1
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 DDoS and Vulnerabilities in IP

of knowing with certainty whether a packet actually belongs to a
"good" or a "bad" flow, their proposed solution utilizes a heuristics
function to detect packets that probably belong to an attacker.
This is done by using the “congestion signature". Routers can thus
preferentially drop the packets. However, it is hard to implement
this Pushback defense, due to the difficulty of getting the congestion signature and the lack of forwarding insights provided by the
routers.
Our proposed approach is very similar to the idea of pushing
back bad traffic. Compared with [15], our approach based on NDN
utilizes the victim’s feedback and the traffic states provided by
NDN at each router would help the system know with certainty
the source of the overwhelming traffic. Ultimately, our proposed
Pushback learns which clients are not obeying the DDoS control
and has the ability to selectively rate limit only those clients.

A number of well-known DDoS attacks such as TCP SYN flooding, ICMP flooding, and UDP flooding exploit the vulnerabilities of
TCP/IP architecture. TCP SYN flooding is where an attacker sends
the victim a high volume of TCP SYN packets with spoofed source
addresses. [18]. Such an attack will eventually consume TCP SYN
table space through bogus SYN requests. ICMP flooding and UDP
flooding are similar in nature [23], and cause damage via sheer
throughput volume. Other attacks such as reflection or amplification attacks [25] abuse services like DNS; these attacks work
because the attacker writes the victim’s IP address in the source
address and thus the attacker can effectively direct traffic to DDoS a
victim by requesting large amounts of data on behalf of the victim.
As pointed out in many previous works [5, 13, 16, 26, 29], DDoS
attacks mainly exploit the following vulnerabilities in IP:

2.3

• Push-model Communication Any Internet node can send a
packet to another Internet node with an IP address.
• Destination-based Delivery Packet delivery is solely based
on the destination address and there is no validation of source
addresses in the routing system, thus source IP addresses can
easily be misattributed.
• Stateless Forwarding of IP There is no state in the forwarding
system. Therefore, DDoS defense mechanisms themselves have
to add states at the router level in order to inspect network traffic.
Also, congestion control in TCP/IP architecture is end-to-end
and compliance with such controls is dependent on the end host.

2.2

Desired Architectural Properties for DDoS
Mitigation

Based on the observations of DDoS vulnerability in IP networking
itself, [5, 13] propose to change the existing Internet architecture in
order to design greater DDoS resilience at an architectural level. The
previous research presents a number of desired features of a DDoSresistant Internet architecture, some of which include (1) limiting
client’s reachability of a server based on server’s capabilities and
wills, (2) source address authentication to prevent source address
spoofing, (3) separating client and server address space to prevent
unwanted traffic from client to client and server to server, and
(4) building symmetric traffic flow to prevent reflection attacks.
In this paper, we show that NDN’s architectural decisions accord with those features by fundamentally changing the current
TCP/IP architecture to using named data as the building block of
the network. We elaborate more on this analysis in Section 4. We
explain how NDN removes some of the inherent vulnerabilities
at the core of the current Internet architecture. Furthermore, we
utilize NDN’s architectural properties to implement hop-by-hop
Pushback, enabling PAP to accurately push the offending traffic
back and selectively rate limit DDoS suspects.

Current DDoS Mitigation Approaches

There have been various solutions constructed around defending
DDoS attacks. Following the taxonomy defined in the previous
works [11, 23], we take several representative approaches as examples and analyze how those mechanisms work but are limited by
the nature of IP networking.
Filter-based and rate limiting approaches such as Ingress Filtering [9], Pushback [15], Black hole filtering [20] and some other
recent works [22, 28] utilize detection mechanisms to identify offending traffic and control the traffic by filtering it out or applying
rate limiting. These mechanisms usually require extra insights on
ongoing traffic provided by the forwarding system. However, the
forwarding in IP routers is stateless and it cannot provide accurate
insights of the ongoing traffic. Thus, these mechanisms take the
risk of causing collateral damage on the legitimate traffic.
Capability-based approaches like TVA (Traffic Validation Architecture) [21, 29] introduce authentication of the packet source
into the network system. For example, it does so by embedding
authentication information into the IP packet, so that the routing
system and servers can distinguish legitimate users from the “bad"
ones. However, the primary problem is that network layer doesn’t
provide source authentication. Adding authentication as patches
creates additional complexity because of the mismatch between the
unsecured underlying network architecture and a secured forwarding system.
Ioannidis and Bellovin proposed a realization of router-based
Pushback [15] based on IP networking. To overcome the difficulty

3

NAMED DATA NETWORKING

Named Data Networking (NDN) makes named data as the centerpiece of the network architecture. To be more specific, applications
name their data at the application layer and NDN directly uses the
namespace of applications for network layer data delivery. Moreover, names in NDN are semantically meaningful and hierarchically
structured, e.g., a video produced by Alice’s device may have the
name “/univ1/cs/alice/video/demo.mp4”, where the character ’/’
delineates name components, similar to URLs today. In NDN, routing and forwarding the packets is based on name prefixes. For instance, Figure 1 shows an example for an Interest packet to fetch the
video. Each forwarder along the path forwards the Interest packet
based on the forwarding table (e.g., “/univ1” and “/uinv1/cs” are
prefixes in the forwarding table) using the longest prefix match.
In NDN, applications that produce the data are called producers
while the ones who consume application data are called consumers.
Note that an application could be a producer and a consumer at the
same time. Instead of delivering a packet from a source address to
2
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Figure 1: Forwarding Based on Prefix
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a destination address, NDN adheres to using a pull model where
Data consumers fetch Data from the network in a request/response
communication pattern – the request, called Interest packet, carries the name of the desired data and fetches the response, called
Data packet (Figure 2). In NDN, forwarders will record the Interest
packet along its path to the Data packet and the fetched Data packet
will strictly follow, in reverse, the path taken by the corresponding
Interest to get back to the requesting consumer.
NDN builds communication security [33] into the architecture by
requiring data producers to cryptographically sign all data packets
at the time of production and, if needed, encrypting them as well.
Securing data packets directly enables routers to cache them as they
pass along, and enables consumers to validate Data packet regardless of where and how they are fetched. Importantly, NDN’s routing
system [14], which is based on NDN’s Interest-Data exchange, is
also secured such that only an authorized user can register its prefix to a forwarder and the communication between routers is also
protected.
Interest Packet

Data Packet

Content Name

Content Name

Nonce and other
parameters

Content

2. Cache

1. Find Matching PIT Entry?

PIT

Data

3. Forward
(b) Data Forwarding

Figure 3: NDN Forwarding

name, the router adds the incoming interface of this Interest to the
existing PIT entry and no further forwarding is done. Otherwise, a
new PIT entry will be created recording the incoming interface(s)
of the new Interest. Forwarding strategy, the decision maker to
decide whether, when, and where to forward the Interests, will
then determine how to handle the packet. If the forwarding strategy
decides to forward packet, the outgoing interface will be recorded
in the PIT entry. If it decides to drop the Interest for some reason
(e.g., the upstream link is down, there is no forwarding entry in FIB,
or extreme congestion occurs) the forwarder can send an Interest
NACK to its neighbor(s) it received the Interest from. NACK is an
NDN hop-by-hop feedback mechanism used to report a problem in
further forwarding of an Interest. When routers receive such NACK
packet, an appropriate action gets triggered in the router based on
reason code used in the NACK packet. Note that an Interest NACK
is different from an ICMP message; the former goes to the previous
hop while the latter is sent to the source host.
As shown in Figure 3b, when NFD gets a Data packet, the Data
name is used to lookup the PIT for the corresponding Interest entry.
Once the matching entry is found, NFD sends the Data packet to all
the interfaces from which the Interest was received and removes
the entry from the PIT. In case the corresponding PIT entry is not
found, the router will simply discard the Data packet. Data will also
be cached in NFD’s Content Store for future Interests.

Signature

Figure 2: Interest packet and Data packet
NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD) is an implementation of the
NDN forwarding module and each router in NDN runs NFD. It
consists of three basic components:
• Content Store which is used for Data caching
• Forwarding Information Base (FIB) which contains forwarding information, including name prefixes and forwarding interfaces.
• Pending Interest Table (PIT) which stores currently unsatisfied Interests and their incoming/outgoing interfaces.
As shown in Figure 3a, when NFD receives an Interest packet, NFD
will first check the nonce field in Interest to avoid the loop (omitted
in the figure). NFD then looks at the Content Store to see if a desired
matching Data packet already exists. If it does exist, NFD will simply
return the Data packet on the interface from which the Interest
came. Otherwise, the Interest is checked against entries in the PIT.
If there is an existing pending/unsatisfied Interest with the same

3.1

Existing Solutions to NDN Interest DDoS

There have been various existing proposed approaches to mitigate
Interest DDoS over NDN. Specifically, [1, 7] leverage NDN’s stateful
forwarding, from which one can compute the “success ratio"(how
many Interests get satisfied by Data) to indicate whether there is
a fake Interest DDoS or not. [8, 27] propose approaches to detect
Interest flooding by monitoring the PIT size or PIT utilization rate.
Also, the previous work mainly focuses on one specific type of
attack – fake Interest attack (i.e. Interest towards non-existent data
that can never be generated). Moreover, given that routers are the
entities that detect attacks, proper threshold values for the detection
3
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4.3

function are required to be set in advance. These values directly
affect the detection accuracy and may be non-trivial to configure
when underlying traffic composition is complex.
In comparison, our proposed mechanism takes explicit feedback
from the victim and perform accurate Pushback and selective rate
limiting to misbehaving consumers. Also, PAP is able to handle valid
Interest (i.e. Interest towards existent or dynamically generated
data) DDoS and mixed Interest attack scenarios where attackers
can send both fake and valid Interests towards the target.

4

NDN’S ARCHITECTURAL PROPERTIES
FOR DDOS DEFENSE

In this section, we analyze how NDN’s architecture can lead to a
inherent resilience to DDoS and provide a better foundation for
DDoS defense mechanisms as compared with the current TCP/IP
architecture.

4.1

4.4

Stateful Forwarding: Interest Aggregation

In NDN, Interests targeting the same piece of the named data will
be aggregated by the router and later Interest packets will not be
sent out as discussed in section 3. When the corresponding Data is
fetched, the router will send a copy to each incoming interface as
recorded in the PIT entry. This feature makes it harder for DDoS
attackers to flood the same Interest packet or a small set of Interest
packets towards the producer. However, if attackers flood a target
prefix with a large set of Interest packets or even fake Interests with
randomly generated components, Interest aggregation will not be
helpful because the chance for a later Interest to hit an existing
record becomes very low.

Off By Design

The communication in NDN follows a pull model and an application or a node is considered to be “off by design" for the following
reasons: (1) There is no way for a Data packet to come in if there is
no Interest for the corresponding name because there is no corresponding Interest path. (2) One Interest can at most bring one Data
packet back (3) One cannot send an Interest to an consumer application or an producer application whose name is unreachable from
the sender. By simply not announcing the prefix to solicit Interest
packets, an application can never be reached by an Interest packet,
thus reducing the attack surface for DDoS attackers. With the pull
model, an attacker can never DDoS an NDN node by flooding Data
packets, thus the network layer DDoS attack can only be carried
out by Interest flooding. As Data Packet follows the reverse path to
its corresponding Interest, an attacker cannot redirect it to another
consumer. Therefore, NDN eliminates reflection DoS attack and
distributed reflection DoS (DrDoS) attack.

4.2

In-network Cache of Named Data

NDN’s content-centric communication model provides enhanced
data availability by enabling cache (e.g., the content store in NDN
Forwarder) inside the network. Because of the in-network cache in
NDN, Data packets carrying static content (e.g. HTML files, CSS
files, images) can be cached by routers to satisfy future Interest packets, thus reducing the number of Interests reaching the producer
(victim). As shown in previous work [24] and our simulation results
in Section 8.1, in-network cache can help to mitigate the Interest
flooding where attackers send Interests for static or existing Data
packets. However, since cache has limited capacity, when attackers
are able to send Interests for a large number of Data packets, the
effect of cache becomes smaller because the chance for an Interest
to hit a cached Data is lower.

4.5

Stateful Forwarding: Rich Feedback

NDN’s stateful forwarding [30] provides rich insight of the ongoing traffic. By observing each Data packet and its corresponding
pending Interest entry in the PIT, an NDN forwarder is able to
measure the round-trip time, throughput and name reachability of
each outgoing interface. As mentioned in [1, 7], a forwarder can
also learn the Interest satisfaction ratio, namely the proportion of
Interests that successfully fetched a Data packet, and thus detect
possible fake Interest DDoS attack. Moreover, PIT entry timeouts
also offer relatively cheap DDoS attack detection as mentioned
in [31].
As mentioned before, the Pushback in TCP/IP is non-trivial because of stateless forwarding; a router has little knowledge on
which downstream interface to use to relay the Pushback (source IP
addresses are not trustworthy because of the IP spoofing). In NDN,
stateful forwarding, by design, helps forwarders to know exactly
which interface the traffic is coming in from and this helps it traceback to misbehaving consumers/attackers and reinforce congestion
control.

The Barrier of Establishing Botnet

Interest packets are forwarded to end hosts based on their names.
Unlike IP address which is numerical and of a fixed format, the
names under a given prefix in NDN are not enumerable. When a
producer’s name prefix is not widely known (e.g., only known to
local network), it is difficult for an outside attacker to “guess” the exact prefix owned by the target host. If Interest name does not match
a specific prefix in the forwarding table, the packet will get dropped
by the router. As a consequence, an attacker needs to spend more
effort to communicate with a host to compromise it in NDN, unlike
in TCP/IP where establishing a botnet could simply be done by enumerating IP addresses [4]. For instance, to reach a producer Alice
whose routable prefix is “/univ1/cs/alice-lastname”, an attacker
definitely needs auxiliary information to guess Alice’s name prefix.
For example, the attacker must know the naming convention of
“/univ1/cs” (instead of “/university1/computer-science”), and
also Alice’s full name or data name of previous data produced by
Alice.

4.6

NDN Congestion Control

In TCP/IP, congestion control is end-to-end and at the transport
layer, where routers and middleboxes have no idea if a sender is
abiding by congestion control scheme or not (e.g., DDoS/DoS attack). As a result, attackers can easily flood packets without being
punished. Hence, it is impossible for the current congestion control to prevent overwhelming traffic in case of DDoS attack. The
network should have the traffic under control independent from
4
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Client A

whether all hosts behave well. Enabled by the stateful forwarding,
NDN builds congestion control at the network layer in a hop-byhop fashion, thus can help prevent the congestion caused by DDoS.
However, congestion control cannot differentiate legitimate traffic
from DDoS traffic. Therefore, defense mechanisms are required to
specifically handle the DDoS attack.

4.7

R2
Server

Type A Interests for static or existing Data packets This kind
of Data packets (e.g., CSS file, video file) can be cached and
used to serve future requests.
Type B Interests for non-existent Data packets that cannot
be generated When attackers send Interests to non-existent
Data packets or the Data packets can never be generated,
Interest packets cannot be satisfied. This type of Interests
is mostly likely to be generated maliciously. One possible
way for attackers to generate Type B Interests is to append
non-existent name components to valid server prefixes so
that the Interest can successfully arrive at the target server.
Type C Interests for dynamically-generated Data packets
When an Interest for a dynamically-generated Data arrives,
the server needs to process the request (e.g., database query,
calculation) before it can generate the Data and reply back.
For example, a legitimate Interest name may contain variable components and thus there are no currently existing
Data packets to match it. In this case, the server will need
to process the request first and then generate a Data packet
following with a reply.

A Summary

Considering whether an Interest packet can finally fetch a Data
packet or not, we say the Type A and Type C Interest packets as
valid, while Type B Interests as fake. We assume that attackers can
generate both valid and fake Interest packet to flood a target server.

THREAT MODEL, GOALS AND
ASSUMPTIONS OF PAP

5.2

Goals

Type A attack can be naturally mitigated by NDN’s Interest aggregation and in-network cache as we discussed in Section 4.3 and
Section 4.4. However, as discussed and shown in Section 8.1, when
attackers can send Interests to a large number of different names,
the effect of Interest aggregation and in-network cache become
negligible and countermeasures must be implemented. In contrast,
Type B and Type C Interest names would be generated arbitrarily
for each packet, and thus hardly any Interests arriving at an NFD
would hit an existing PIT entry or a previously cached Data packet.
Therefore, NDN architecture itself does not effectively mitigate
such attacks.
Our proposed system aims to defend not only from fake Interest
flooding (Type B), but also from valid Interest flooding (Type
A and Type C) and mixed Interest flooding (mix of Type A, B,
and C) in an effective way without affecting legitimate clients and
the traffic under another prefix. For example, in our toy topology,
when the email service “/univ1/service/email” is under attack,

In the following section, we use the topology shown in Figure 4 to
help illustrate our design. In this toy topology, the server (runs NDN
producer) is the target of the DDoS attack; it serves Data under
the prefix “/univ1/service/email” and “/univ1/service/video”.
There are four clients (runs NDN consumers) in the topology where
A, B, and C are DDoS attackers while D is a legitimate client. R1,
R2, and R3 are three routers that run NDN forwarder. In this paper,
based on the Data flow, we call the routers towards the server
“upstream routers” and routers towards the clients “downstream
routers”, e.g., R2 and R3 are R1’s downstream routers.

5.1

Client C

Figure 4: A Toy Topology

NDN’s architecture, by its design, leads to DDoS resilience as follows: First, NDN’s Interest-Data packet exchange eliminates reflection attack and prevents DDoS attack by flooding Data packets.
Second, it becomes harder for attackers to build the “zombie army".
Also, NDN can mitigate DDoS by route hijacking and cache poisoning by its secured routing system and relieve the overload caused
by Interests for static and existent Data by Interest aggregation and
cache. From the perspective of DDoS defense, NDN provides rich
insights of the ongoing traffic. Congestion control can also help to
mitigate some congestion when DDoS happens.
One possible attack that NDN architecture does not have a builtin mitigation for is Interest flooding and our approach proposed in
this paper is to mitigate such type of attack.

5

R3

Client D

As explained in section 3, NDN’s built-in routing security allows for
authenticated routing announcements. In NDN’s routing system,
when a user registers a prefix to the routing system, the user needs
to prove their ownership of the prefix or if they are authorized
to register such prefix, mitigating DDoS attacks based on route
hijacking and cache poisoning [12]. For instance, an attacker cannot
register a cannot register a prefix under fake identity (e.g., pretend
to be /com/google) unless the attacker compromises the routing
system or steals the corresponding digital keys. Moreover, routing
messages exchanged among the routers are also protected: every
Data packet will be signed and routers will only accept the routing
announcements signed by trustworthy parties.

4.8

R1

/univ1/service/email
/univ1/service/video

Built-in Security in Routing System

Client B

Threat Model

DDoS attackers may attempt to attack a target by flooding Interests.
Specifically, as pointed by the work [10], we categorize Interest
packets sent by attackers based on their target Data packets as
follows:
5
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Server

the Pushback should be able to limit the DDoS traffic towards the
email service only, at the same time, traffic from legitimate client D
and the traffic under other prefixes (e.g., “/univ1/service/video”)
should not be affected.

5.3

NACK

PAP Strategy

Assumptions

Our DDoS mitigation solution is based on the following assumptions. (1) The server (the victim of DDoS) knows whether it is being
flooded and which prefix is under attack. Also, the server can judge
whether an Interest packet is a fake or valid. (2) The server knows
its available capacity to process incoming Interests at a given time.
(3) Core routers are not malicious, and they will help to mitigate the
DDoS traffic. (4) A router knows whether an interface connects to
an end client or another router. (5) A legitimate client may also send
fake Interests accidentally. (6) We ignore losses of NACK packets
(PAP only uses NACK to convey DDoS information).
We briefly argue that all the above assumptions are either reasonable or easy to be realized. The victim server inherently has the
most accurate feelings and judgments of a DDoS attack, and it is
trivial for a server to learn about its own capacity (e.g., based on
memory, CPU utilization, etc.) and its setting of the fake Interest
tolerance (i.e. how many fake Interests a server can tolerate). Regarding the third assumption, it is reasonable because legitimate
network providers does not want DDoS traffic. We will later discuss misbehaving gateway routers in Section 9.2. As for the fourth
assumption, the information can be obtained by multiple means,
for instance, to learn whether an interface is connected to a client
or not, the router can check the hop count of incoming packets
from that interface, or check whether there are routing protocol
messages being passed; the information can also be manually configured by its local autonomous system. The fifth assumption is
also reasonable because we cannot assume that legitimate clients
never make mistakes. Lastly, NACK is for a one-hop communication, and because of the soft state of our defense mechanism, if a
NACK gets lost, the Pushback will not take place and thus the upstream will continue sending NACKs. To reduce the NACK packet
losses, servers and routers can also prioritize NACK packets or add
redundancy.
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Figure 5: PAP System Overview
tolerance 1 in case of fake Interest attack or capacity in
case of valid Interest overload. If an application has a zero
tolerance for the fake Interest, it can set T = 0.
FL Fake Interest name list for fake Interest attack only. The
list contains all or sampled Fake Interest names (excluding prefix) under the prefix P that a server received recently (e.g., within the last unit time interval defined by
the server).
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In this section, we first provide the design description of PAP and
then explain our design choices in the rest part.

6.1

Server Gateway Router

Upstream
Interface

End

F

Misbehaving?

T

A Design Overview

PAP is designed to be running on each router as a part of the
Forwarding Strategy. A Pushback is triggered by victim’s NACK
packet (Figure 5). To be more specific, a NACK packet created by
the victim server and sent downstream will carry the following
information:

Figure 6: Process Logic After Receiving A NACK
As shown in Figure 6, after receiving a PAP NACK, the router
will first check the R field carried in the PAP NACK. If the reason
is fake Interest attack, the router will check the FL and find the
corresponding pending Interests from PIT. If the reason is valid
Interest attack, since attackers also send valid Interest packets, the
router cannot distinguish the legitimate traffic from the offending

R The reason code used to notify router whether it is Fake
Interest Attack or Valid Interest Attack/Overload.
P The prefix under which the overwhelming traffic comes
to the victim.
T/C The receiving rate of Fake/Valid Interests that the server
can handle currently under the prefix P. We call the number

1 Given

that even legitimate clients may send fake Interests by accident, PAP also
allows the application to define its tolerance on the number of fake Interest packets
received

6
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traffic, hence the router will check all the current pending Interests
under the prefix P. From those pending Interests, the router will
get exact information of their incoming interfaces and perform the
accurate Pushback. According to the type of the attack, the router
will calculate a weight for each of those interfaces based on the
number of incoming Interests through the interface. Then the router
will use the weight and the total assigned tolerance/capacity derived
from the T/C field of the NACK to get a weighted tolerance/capacity
for each interface. After that, as shown in Figure 5, the router
sends each of those interface a new NACK carrying the weighted
tolerance/capacity as T/C and a pruned FL if the reason R is fake
interest attack.
In this way, all the routers along the Interest sending path will
receive and generate new NACKs that will be propagated to further downstream routers. Finally, the rate limiting request that
originated from the server will arrive at all gateway routers of the
suspected clients.
Different from upstream routers, each gateway router that received a NACK from the upstream will also perform rate limiting.
After calculating the weighted tolerance/capacity for each client
interface and sending new NACK packets to each suspect client,
the router will begin rate limiting. To be more specific, for a client
interface whose weighted tolerance/capacity is larger than zero, the
router will randomly drop Interest packets under prefix P in order to
control the sending rate from the interface to be less than or equal
to the weighted tolerance/capacity. While rate limiting, gateway
routers will also monitor the behavior of its clients. After receiving
a NACK from the gateway router, legitimate clients will comply
and lower down their sending rate of the Interests under the prefix
P, while the bots may not obey the rules. As a consequence, the
router can perform selective rate limiting: the router can notice
the misbehaving individuals and further restrict the limit, while for
good clients, the router can relax the limit.
In PAP, all the routers maintains a RevertTimer, and client gateway routers will maintain an additional timer called RateLimitTimer. Notice that both timers do not affect the final result of the
Pushback and different routers can set these two timers differently
based on their own needs.

and monitoring. (2) Stateful forwarding provides exact information
of the traffic so that PAP can accurately identify suspect clients.

6.2

Pushback Triggered by the Victim

Starting DDoS countermeasures by routers’ detection of the underlying traffic poses a risk of denying services to good clients.
Usually, such detection requires pre-configured threshold values as
discussed in Section 3.1. Moreover, routers need to learn about the
server capacities in advance so that defense mechanisms will not
control the traffic too strictly (no traffic to the server at all) or too
loosely (permitted traffic still overwhelms the server). Therefore, in
the PAP system, we let the victim server be responsible for detecting a DDoS attack and sending PAP NACKs downstream to trigger
Pushback. Thus, our system does not require any pre-configured
thresholds in routers.
Based on the information carried in PAP NACK packets, the
prefix P helps PAP narrow the target traffic scope. The reason R
will help PAP to learn the attack type and take different reactions
accordingly. The capacity C or tolerance T of the PAP NACK can
inform the downstream routers about the percentage volume of
traffic that should be controlled. In case of fake Interest attack, the
FL can explicitly convey the information of the attack traffic, thus
the routers can directly identify the inspect interfaces.
Another benefit of PAP is that the routers don’t need to maintain
any additional information if there is no reported DDoS attack from
servers; all actions in PAP are triggered only after a PAP NACK
from the victim is received.

6.3

Per-Prefix Pushback

When a server identifies an attack on one of its prefixes, PAP is able
to control the flow of Interests for that particular prefix without
affecting the traffic under other prefixes. To be more specific, by
providing routers the exact prefixes that are under attack, only
traffic moving towards those prefixes will be rate limited. This
feature is enabled by the hierarchical structure of Data names.
For example, consider the server in Figure 4 and a client A who
is now accessing server’s video service “/univ1/service/video”.
A is a good citizen without malicious intent. However, A doesn’t
know that its laptop has been compromised and there is a malicious
program (a bot) running which is used to carry out DDoS attack on
server’s email service “/univ1/service/email”. In TCP/IP, DDoS
mitigation may simply filter out Alice’s packets whose destination
is server’s IP address because there is no finer granularity (routers
cannot understand better granularity). Obviously, in this case, the
defense will also deny the service of the video service. However,
in our case, the victim can clearly say it is “/univ/service/email”
that is under attack and so the downstream routers will only limit
the traffic directed to the email service. With per-prefix Pushback,
only bot traffic from client A will be blocked and A can continue
using the video service without being affected.

• RevertTimer decides how long a router should keep the DDoS
Records. Whenever a new NACK arrives, the router should check
whether there is an existing RevertTimer for the Pushback with
the same reason and same prefix. If yes, the router should update
the timer; otherwise, the router should create a new timer.
• RateLimitTimer decides how long it takes for a router to decide
whether a individual is well-behaving or not. After the RateLimitTimer, the gateway router will remove the limit of those
“good” clients and strengthen the limit of bad ones and reset the
RateLimitTimer. Therefore, this timer is periodic until all limits
are removed.
Since the design is built to handle Pushback for a variety of
prefixes and types of (Fake/Invalid) Interest Attacks, PAP is able
to handle complex scenarios where the victim servers may send
multiple NACKs containing different prefixes and different reasons.
From the design description, we can see PAP directly makes use
of NDN’s properties to combat DDoS: (1) Utilizing structured names
at the network layer allow routers to perform per-prefix Pushback

6.4

Rate Limiting at Client Gateway Routers

In our design, only client gateway routers (edge routers) play the
role of rate limiting. This is because, on one hand, we cannot trust a
client’s device to take actions - it could be compromised as well. On
the other hand, an upstream router should not perform rate limiting
7
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each face. To calculate the weight w i for face i, we have

for the following reasons: (1) When the traffic volume under a target
prefix increases, upstream routers cannot tell whether it is because
of the misbehaving downstream routers or because new clients
have joined. (2) When legitimate clients are behind a downstream
router, upstream router actions will also hurt legitimate clients.

6.5

wi =

Selective Rate Limiting by Client
Monitoring at Client Gateway Routers

For example, if a router receives a NACK with Fake Interest tolerance 50 and router observes (through the PIT entries and the FL in
NACK) that 20% of the total fake Interests came from interface A
while rest 80% came from interface B, the weighted tolerance for
interface A will be 10 and that for interface B will be 40. This is
fair because 80% of the Fake Interest traffic comes from interface B
and so we want to drop more packets coming along that path than
interface A. Notice that all these calculations are specifically for
the prefix P. All fake Interest PIT entries are removed after sending
the NACK downstream.
As for valid Interest Attack, a NACK doesn’t have FL. Even
with an explicit list of valid Interest Names, the router cannot
differentiate Interest packets sent by attackers from those from
legitimate clients. In this case, PAP will first check all matched
pending Interests and simply Pushback to all clients who have sent
Interests under prefix P because at this moment, PAP has no clue
which clients are legitimate. To calculate the weight w i for face i,
we have
NP
1 Õ 1
wi =
(3)
N P j=1 N F j
where j is matched PIT table entry whose name is under prefix P
and incoming interfaces contain face i. To calculate the weighted
capacity Ci for the relayed NACK for face i, we have

IMPLEMENTATION OF PAP

Ci = C N ACK w i

We implement PAP [32] in C++ over ndnSIM [2], which is a NDN
simulation platform based on NS-3.

7.1

(4)

After the Pushback to all clients, client performance monitoring
(Section 7.3) will help to further identify attackers from legitimate
clients. Unlike in fake Interest Attack, routers will not remove any
PIT entry after sending the NACK downstream.

Accurate Pushback by Stateful Forwarding

The symbols used in this section are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Notation Table
wi
NL
NP
N Fj
Ti
Ci
TN AC K
C N AC K

(1)

To calculate the weighted tolerance Ti for the relayed NACK for
face i, we have
Ti = TN ACK w i
(2)

After a client gateway router sends out PAP NACKS to suspect
clients, we believe that the legitimate clients will obey the DDoS
control and lower their sending rate of Interests accordingly while
attackers may not abide by this. This is when client monitoring
comes into the picture. In PAP, after starting rate limiting, a client’s
gateway router will start checking whether a client has changed
its behavior following the NACK or not, i.e., whether it lowers
down its sending rate to the required value under the specified
prefix. Accordingly, the router can relax or increase the limit. In
this way, PAP is able to ensure that eventually almost all the server’s
incoming traffic is from legitimate clients after several rounds of
monitoring. Notice that RateLimitTimer decides the time of each
monitoring.
It is possible that the bots may intelligence to analyze and attempt
to circumvent the NACK, but PAP already succeeds if the bots
cannot increase Interest sending rate, thus greatly reducing the
damages. Essentially, PAP forces bad entities to comply. Since each
router starts the limit at a different time because of the various
round-trip time (RTT) between the victim server and each client
gateway router, even though an attacker can reset its sending rate
after the router removes the limit, there are no longer bursts of
traffic and the attack becomes less harmful.

7

NP
1 Õ 1
N L j=1 N F j

7.2

weight for the ith interface
number of names listed in the NACK’s FL
number of all matched PIT entries
number of incoming interfaces in the jth PIT entry
weighted tolerance for the ith interface
weighted capacity for the ith interface
tolerance value derived from the PAP NACK
capacity value derived from the PAP NACK

Limiting the Size of PAP NACK

One obvious question is how to efficiently send a NACK containing
a list of thousands of names to downstream routers. Two techniques
could be used to address this issue: Bloom filter and Sampling.
Bloom filter Bloom filter [6] is space-efficient and fits perfectly
in our scenario. The victim server can add fake names into
a bloom filter rather than to a list data structure and then
replace FL with the bloom filter in the NACK to be sent. In
this case, the PAP NACK packet size will be constant instead of O(n) where n is the size of FL. After gateway router
receives the NACK, it can easily test whether a pending
Interest is in the bloom filter by doing non-cryptographic
hash of the Interest name. Even though bloom filter is a
probabilistic data structure, we can achieve an acceptable
error rate by properly setting the length of the filter.
Sampling The goal of the name list is to notify the router which
Interests are fake so that the router can check states of
those Interests and identify upstream interfaces to further

Stateful forwarding provides accurate information about which
Interest is from which downstream interface. In case of Fake Interest attack, the FL carried in a NACK helps routers to know exactly
the interfaces from which listed Interest packets are coming from
and thus can traceback to attackers, avoiding the "guesswork". Legitimate clients who are sending valid Interest will not be affected.
More precisely, a router can know per prefix traffic from each incoming router interface and calculate the weighted tolerance for
8
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Algorithm 3 Selective Client Monitoring

send NACKs. Therefore, it is sufficient for the victim to
sample the name list because the sampled name list is
sufficient enough to reveal those downstream interfaces.
If the victim samples the list in a totally random way, the
proportion of Interests from the same face will keep the
same as the list that is not sampled, which will not change
the Pushback weight distribution of interfaces at routers.

7.3

function onLimitTimeout(FakeDDoSRecord)
for any inFace in the FakeDDoSRecord.limitList do
if FakeDDoSRecord.followDDoSControl(inFace) then
FakeDDoSRecord.removeLimit(inFace)
end if
end for
if FakeDDoSRecord.limitList is empty then
Router.removes(FakeDDoSRecord)
else
tolerance /= 2; Reset timer
end if
end function

Selective Rate Limiting

When a PAP NACK arrives at a client gateway router, the router
will calculate the weighted tolerance/capacity for each involved
end hosts according to Equation 2 and Equation 4. For any end host
who has a weighted tolerance/capacity, the router will randomly
forward only a permitted number of Interest packets under specified
prefix upstream. This permitted number is the value of weighted
tolerance/capacity.
When both Valid Interest Attack and Fake Interest Attack happens, the client gateway router will take the smaller limit of the
two calculated using the Fake Tolerance and the Valid Capacity; the
algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1. Whenever tolerance/capacity
is in a fraction, we randomly round up or round down to an integer
using Algorithm 2.

7.4

Timers in PAP

If a router receives a NACK again before the RevertTimer expires, it
does not recalculate the weighted tolerance for the faces for whom
the information about this prefix (included in the NACK) is already
stored in the router (in DDoS Records). The reason is to avoid
“overlooking" those attackers who are already being limited caused
by earlier NACKs; think of the scenario where few attackers are
closer to the victim than the other attackers in our toy topology 4.
We assume that client A and B are closer to the server compared
to client C and D. When routers receive the first NACK from the
server who is under a fake Interest attack, R2 will limit the traffic
from A and B while R3 will limits C (D is sending valid Interests).
Because A and B are closer to the server, R2 will start rate limiting
first. Before R3 receives the NACK, the server sends the second
NACK and since now A and B are under control, the FL in the
second NACK may not contain fake Interests from A and B. In this
case, if routers recalculate weighted tolerance for all the faces after
receiving the second NACK, there will not be any limit on A and B
anymore, allowing attack traffic again from them. To avoid such
situation, when new NACK arrives in a short time (RevertTimer)
before the previous one, a router will keep the existing weights (and
limits) and only calculate weighted tolerance/capacity for interfaces
which do not have a weight before.

Algorithm 1 Rate Limiting on Interface
function doRateLimit(V alidDDoSRecord, FakeDDoSRecord,
Face)
if ValidDDoSRecord.limitList.contains(Face) then
Limit_1 = ValidWeight[Face] × tolerance
end if
if FakeDDoSRecord.limitList.contains(Face) then
Limit_2 = FakeWeight[Face] × capacity
end if
return min(Limit_1, Limit_2)
end function

Algorithm 2 Precise Limit Rounding
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function limitRounding(Limit)
int l-int = getIntegerPart(Limit)
double l-fractional = getFractionalPart(Limit)
Limit = l-int + rand() < l-fractional? 1:0
return Limit
end function

EVALUATION
/univ2/cs
/univ2/math

/isp0/hollywood

as2-cs

as5-hw

/isp0/santa-monica

as2-math

as4-sm

/univ2

As discussed in Section 6.5, a legitimate client is supposed to
adjust its sending rate to be lower than the tolerance/capacity value
when they receive a NACK. If a client limits its sending rate accordingly, after a predetermined time period, the router will remove the
limit on the corresponding interface; otherwise, the router will reset
the timer and halve the permitted Interest number. This applies to
both Fake Interest Attack and Valid Interest Attack. Algorithm 3
shows how client monitoring works under fake Interest Attack.
The algorithm is the same in case of valid Interest attack.

as2-1
as4-1

as1-1

/univ1
as1-2

Global Reachable
/univ1/cs/server

/isp0

as3-1

/univ3

as1-cs

/univ1/cs

as3-cs

as1-math

/univ1/math

/univ3/computer

Figure 7: Four Meshed ASes Topology
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The network topology that we use for our experimentation and
evaluation is shown in figure 7, where there are four Autonomous
Systems (ASes) with meshed connections. The nodes “/univ1/cs
/server” is the target server and it belongs to “/univ1/cs” subnet.
We assume the server is globally reachable, which means all users,
even outside the server’s local network, have means to learn the
name. For sake of simplicity, we will just call the server univ1-server
in rest of the section. In our experiments, we simulate DDoS attacks
on univ1-server and there are 60 attackers located across all the
ASes shown in the figure. We also add 12 legitimate clients into
the topology. Each attacker’s Interest sending rate is 100 Interests/s
while legitimate clients will send 20 Interests per second.
Our results are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, where in each
figure, the red line with star points represent the traffic sent from
attackers, the green line with circle points represent the traffic
sent by legitimate clients, the yellow line with triangle points
represent the traffic that received by the server gateway router,
and the blue line with rectangle points represent the traffic that
finally arrives at the victim server. The attackers will start flooding
Interests from the third second.
We first demonstrate NDN’s DDoS resilience to Type A Interest
attack with the help of Interest Aggregation and caching. After
validating that NDN’s architectural components do help mitigate
the traffic overwhelm right from the start of a DDoS attack, we
then move on to evaluate the performance of PAP, our proposed
approach to fight against DDoS in NDN. PAP will get triggered
when DDoS attack reaches a scale where Interest Aggregation and
caching will have no significant effect on attack traffic. To simulate
this, we’ll simply disable caching in our experiments and choose a
large range of available Data names to reduce the effect of Interest
Aggregation. We evaluate PAP for all three types of attacks: Fake
(Type B) Interest flooding, Valid (Type A and Type C) Interest flooding and Mixed Interest flooding where the attackers will flood the
target with both fake Interests and valid Interests. We also evaluate
PAP when there are more than one victim servers that are under
attack. The simulations results show that after the DDoS starts, PAP
can effectively control the traffic to the victim as expected within
seconds (less than 2 seconds under our simulation settings), and
ensure that over 99% of the attack target(s) incoming traffic is from
legitimate clients (about 10 seconds under our simulation settings).

8.1

Store size), which is because intermediate nodes along the path
will serve future same Interests with cached Data (the freshness of
cached Data is 4 seconds in our simulation).
The difference between Figure 8a and Figure 8b indicates that the
effect of Interest Aggregation and cache is lower when an attacker
uses a bigger set of Interest names. This is because larger the set,
smaller the chance of two Interests carrying the same name and
smaller the chance to hit a previous cached Data packets.

8.2

PAP: Fake Interest Attack

We first study PAP’s performance against Fake (Type B) Interest
flooding attack. We use the same toy topology as shown in Figure 7
and still we have 60 attackers. Notice that we also let 12 legitimate
clients send valid (Type A or C) Interests with a reasonable sending
rate of 20 Interests/s. We set the server’s Fake Interest Tolerance (T)
to be 1000 Interests/s for Figure 9a and we set the RateLimitTimer
to be 3 seconds.
As shown in Figure 9a, initially, there are only legitimate clients
sending Interests in the scenario. After 3 seconds, attackers start
their attack by sending Type B Interests at the rate of 100 Interests/second. Without any defense mechanism, univ1-server should
now receive over 6000 Interests every second. By employing PAP,
the attack traffic reaching the sever quickly goes down within the
tolerance (500/1000) plus the Interests from legitimate clients (240)
as depicted by the plot, meaning traffic from legitimate clients
doesn’t get affected. The results demonstrate that PAP performs
accurate Pushback.
Importantly, as shown, the traffic on victim drops periodically,
which confirms the selective rate limiting function of PAP: PAP will
detect who is not abiding by the DDoS control placed on sending
rate and strengthen their limits. Theoretically, the time period is
supposed to be 3 seconds by our setting of RateLimitTimer, while
Figure 9a’s victim incoming traffic remains constant for a longer
time (about 4 seconds). This happens because client gateway routers
receives more than one NACKs during the first several seconds after
the attack. The reason why there are later NACKs is because of
the in-flight traffic and the rounding explained in Algorithm 2.
With the rounding, it is possible that majority of the fractional
tolerances/capacities are rounded up (as explained in 7.3) and so
overall traffic violates the set thresholds again. To avoid this, victims
can actually set the tolerance in the NACK they send to be a bit
lower than what it can actually tolerate or handle.
Once client gateway router stops receiving further NACKs (no
timer reset) and since attackers won’t limit their sending rate, the
tolerance is halved every 3 seconds until it finally merges legitimate
client traffic line, meaning all Interests received by the victim are
only from legitimate clients.

Interests Aggregation and Cache in Type A
Interest Attack

Since there is no DDoS defense mechanism deployed yet, there
is difference between attacker and legitimate clients and thus we
disabled legitimate clients for this simulation. We have each attacker send Type A Interests towards univ1-server at the rate of
100 Interests/s.
We first disabled cache in all routers so that the result will only
be affected by Interest Aggregation. As shown in Figure 8a, Interest
Aggregation can withhold traffic from attackers to the server, saving the victim from being overloaded. We then introduced cache to
see how it can suppress traffic even more. As shown in Figure 8c,
compared with the scenarios without cache (Figure 8a), it is apparent that the number of Interests reaching as1-1 and univ1-server
decreases as we increase the caching capacity (i.e. NFD’s Content

8.3

PAP: Valid Interest Attack

We use the same topology and simulation settings as we simulate
Fake Interest attack, but now attackers send valid Interests to univ1server. The simulation results of the valid Interest Attack are shown
in Figure 9b, where we set the server’s capacity of handling Interests
under the prefix to be 1500 Interests/s.
Different from the fake Interest attack simulations, at the beginning of the Pushback, since both legitimate clients and attackers
10
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(a) Range=500, Cache=0

(b) Range=1000, Cache=0

(c) Range=500, Cache=200

Figure 8: Interest Aggregation and In-network Cache

(a) Fake Interest Attack, T=1000

(b) Valid Interest Attack, C=1500

(c) Mixed Interest Attack, C=1500, T=500

(d) Two Targets, Fake Interest Attack, T=500

(e) Two Targets, Valid Interest Attack, C=1000

(f) Two Targets, Mixed Interest Attack, T=500, C=1000

Figure 9: Fake Interest Attack, Valid Interest Attack, and Mixed Interest Attack after Employing PAP
send out valid Interest packets, as we discussed in Section 6, the
router cannot tell good traffic from bad traffic and thus both legitimate clients and attackers will be limited. After receiving the
DDoS NACK, legitimate clients will abide by the control placed and
lower down their sending rate until the router determines them
to be legitimate and free the limits, which explains why the green
line goes down in the first several seconds of the attack and then
back to the normal later. As for attackers, PAP will halve the limit
and similar to the plots for Fake Interest attack, we notice that at
the end of the Pushback, almost all the Interests received by the
victims are from legitimate clients.

8.4

PAP will limit the traffic to be much lower than the black line
(the tolerance plus the capacity plus the good Interests). This is
because when mixed DDoS takes place, the router will perform
both fake Interest Pushback and valid Interest Pushback; given
the valid Interest Pushback will calculate the weighted capacity
based on all the matched pending Interests (including fake interests
when a mixed DDoS takes place), the weighted capacity will be
shared by both valid Interest senders and fake Interest senders.
Besides, the gateway router will take the smaller value from the
limits for Fake Interest and Valid Interest. As a consequence of
aforementioned reasons, the limited traffic rate will be smaller than
single type attack scenario, but this is not a problem because we
achieve the goal to save the victim. Furthermore, after a short time
period, PAP will adjust the limit to the misbehaving clients only
and legitimate clients will recover. As shown, in the end, PAP will
only pass legitimate traffic to the server.

PAP: Mixed Interest Attack

Figure 9c shows how PAP handle mixed Interest attack where
attackers will send both fake and valid Interests towards the server.
We set the valid Interest capacity and fake Interest tolerance to be
1500 and 500 respectively for Figure 9c.
Regarding the two plots, one obvious difference from the fake
and valid Interest attack scenarios is that, after the attack starts,
11
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8.5

PAP: Two Victim Servers

links which is a highly effective and efficient DDoS technique called
crossfire [17] to shut down almost any connectivity to the victim.
In this paper, we show that PAP works well to mitigate Interest
flooding whose target is an innocent application, but DDoS attacks
like crossfire may aim to flood links and routers where evil servers
collaborate with attackers to generate a large amount of traffic.
In this case, an evil server will never send a NACK packet to its
gateway router and thus PAP does not fit.
Since maliciously generated Interests will fetch Data packets
(e.g., Data packets carrying junk content) from evil servers, there is
no “fake" Interests from the perspective of routers. As we discussed
in Section 4.6, in this case, NDN’s hop-by-hop congestion control
can help to prevent the congestion caused by such attacks but may
not be able to distinguish legitimate clients from attackers. We leave
the defense approaches to such attacks as our future work.

Previous plots indicate that PAP works well with all types of Interest
attacks, keeping the traffic well below the thresholds. In previous
simulations, there is one server that is under attack. We also evaluated PAP when attackers attack two servers at the same time with
three different types of Interest attacks. The topology settings are
the same as the previous simulation and we set the fake Interest
tolerance to be 500 and valid Interest capacity to be 1000 for both
servers. We let attackers flood two servers at the same time using
fake Interest attack, valid Interest attack, and mixed Interest attack
respectively and the results are shown in Figure 9d, Figure 9e, and
Figure 9f.
The simulation results show that when multiple Pushbacks take
place, PAP can effectively control the DDoS traffic from both attacks
at the same time. For each victim server, the incoming Interests are
controlled in the similar way as that when there is only one victim
server under attack. Two servers’ incoming traffic lines go below
the threshold less than 2 seconds after the attack and soon (about
10 seconds after the attack) merge the legitimate client traffic line.

9.4

Once a server has determined it is under DDoS attack, another
possible approach, as a last counter, is to change the registered
prefix of itself. Thus, the DDoS traffic targeting the previous prefix will be dropped along the path. For example, when the server
“/univ1/service” is under attack, the server can send a registration command to its router to re-register its prefix to be “/univ1
/service-backup”. The idea is similar to the Black hole filtering [20],
but since NDN uses names instead of IP addresses, ASes don’t need
to reserve backup IP addresses for prefix changing. However, simply blackholing the victim will also disrupt services for legitimate
clients, thus we need to figure out how to effectively notify “good”
clients of the new prefix. One possible approach is to utilize client
monitoring and only notice the new prefix to clients that follow
the DDoS control. We leave this as another possible future work.

9 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
9.1 Authenticity of Victim’s PAP NACK
PAP relies on victim’s explicit feedback to start a Pushback, thus
the authenticity of the feedback is of vital importance. Attackers
may send fake NACKs to deny services of good traffic. However,
such fake NACKs can easily be detected by the gateway routers of
those attackers.
Given a gateway router knows the interface it received the NACK
from, the router can get the corresponding prefix(es) of that interface from its FIB. To validate a NACK, the router can simply check
whether the NACKed prefix is under the prefix(es) from the FIB
or not. If yes, the gateway router can trust the NACK and start a
Pushback, otherwise, the NACK should be ignored and the router
should be careful because the end host behind this interface could
be compromised. For instance, the router connects to a server in
one hop and the FIB entry of the corresponding interface is “/univ1
/example”. If a router receives a NACK from that interface to trigger
a Pushback for prefix “/univ1/cs/server”, the NACK should be
dropped.

9.2
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CONCLUSION

The vulnerabilities at the core of the TCP/IP architecture enable
DDoS and make countermeasures difficult to implement. Instead of
continually adding extra functionalities as patches to the current
TCP/IP architecture, a DDoS-resilient architecture can be a better
choice.
Our analysis shows that NDN’s architectural design leads to
inherent DDoS resilience. By reviewing existing DDoS attack types
for IP and potential flooding attacks over NDN, we learned that the
only remaining volume-style of network attack is Interest flooding.
Therefore, by utilizing NDN’s stateful forwarding and structured
names, we developed a system that is capable of actively responding
to all three types of Interest flooding. Evidence from our effort to
mitigate the Interest flooding suggests that NDN provides a solid
foundation for DDoS defense.

Misbehaving Client Gateway Routers

In PAP system, the client gateway router will perform selective
rate limiting. It is possible that attackers can deploy illegitimate
routers (e.g., free WiFi access point), and those routers may not
follow PAP and will not limit misbehaving clients at all. Given it is
not a good choice for upstream routers to drop packets as discussed
in Section 7.3, in this case, local network operators can explicitly
mark edge routers who can perform the selective rate limiting. In
this case, the real edge router will treat the evil routers as normal
clients and control.

9.3

Blackholing the Victims
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